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Economics and Philosophy is a semi-annual journal designed to foster
collaboration between economists and philosophers and to bridge the
increasingly artificial disciplinary boundaries that divide them. Econo-
mists more and more acknowledge that their work in both positive and
normative economics depends on methodological and ethical commit-
ments that demand philosophical study and justification. Philosophers
increasingly insist that philosophy of science must be informed by and
tested against studies of current science and of its history, while ethics
and political philosophy must depend on what we know about human
aims and interests and about principles, benefits, and drawbacks of
different forms of social organization.

Papers in Economics and Philosophy explore the foundations of econom-
ics as both a predictive/explanatory enterprise and a normative one. They
also examine the relevance of economic techniques, methods and
conclusions to philosophical questions in ethics and social theory.
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The Art of Scientific Computing
William H. Press Brian E Flummery

Saul Ibukobky William t Vetterling

TkeBmk
The product of a unique collaboration among four leading scientists in academic research and industry, Numer-
ical Recipes fills a long-recognized need for a practical, comprehensive handbook of scientific computation.
The scope of Numerical Recipes ranges from standard areas of numerical analysis (linear algebra, differential
equations, roots) through subjects useful to signal processing (Fourier methods, filtering), data analysis (least
squares, robust fitting, statistical functions), simulation (random deviates and Monte Carlo), and much more.
The routines themselves are available for a wide variety of different computers, from personal computers to
main-frames, and are largely portable among different machines.
1986 848 pp. 99 diagrams 30811-5 Cloth $39-50

Nimerical tecfpes Example look (FORTRAN)
31330-9 Paper $18.95 1986 150 pp.

Numerical teelpes Example Book (Pascal)
30956-5 Paper $18.95 1986 150 pp.

William t Vetterling et ml

Tke Software
Nimerical lecipes FDRTRAN/Diskette ¥1.0
Nimerical lecipes Pascal/Diskette V1.0
All procedures horn Numerical Recipes in FORTRAN or Pascal source code.
1986 5!/4 inch diskette (IBM DOS 2.0/3.0)
30958-1 FORTRAN $19-95 30955-7 Pascal $19.95

Numerical lecipes Example Diskette (FORTRAN)
Numerical lecipes Example Diskette (Pascal)
All demonstration programs bom Numerical Recipes Example Book in FORTRAN or Pascal source code.
1986 5lA inch diskette (IBM DOS 2.0/3.0)
30957-3 FORTRAN $19-95 30954-9 Pascal $19-95

"Other formats (including Macintosh and VAX) and license arrangements are available from Numerical Recipes Software, P.O. Box 243, Cambridge,
MA 02238.

"Quantitative social scientists who use a personal computer for analytic calculations, statistical analysis, or
simulation will find Numerical Recipes an indispensible addition to their personal libraries. This is a practical,
readable reference book that covers the major numerical analysis problems and methods: solution of linear
equations, splines, numerical integration, special functions, statistical functions, nonlinear optimization, Fourier
transforms, solution of dynamic systems, and more. A clear, concise description of each numerical method is
given at a level accessible to readers with a good calculus background. The book explains why these methods
work, and provides practical advice on which methods are best for which problems. The book includes well-
documented FORTRAN and Pascal subroutines to carry out the calculations described. These programs also
adapt readily to use in a high level matrix language such as GAUSS.

I have found Numerical Recipes to be an extremely efficient way to understand what methods are available for
problems such as nonlinear optimization and numerical integration, why they work well, and how to implement
them on my PC. This book has become a valuable, well-used addition to my reference shelf."
-Danie l LMcFadden
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Econometric Society Monographs

Analysis of Panel Data
Cheng Hsiao
This book reviews basic econometric methods used to analyze panel data. Its focus is on correcting problems
and improving the efficiency of estimates.
1986 288 pp. 25150-8 $39-50
16 tables/7 diagrams

Now in paperback...

Mathematical Economics
Twenty Papers of Gerard Debreu
Gerard DeBrem, 1383 Nobel laureate
"This book allows us to see an impressive collection of Debreu's work together as a body... a very useful refer-
ence in both... research and teaching." —Journal of Economic Literature
1983 23736-X Cloth $34.50
250 pp. 33561-2 Paper $14.95

Now in paperback...

Ad?ances lit Econometrics
Invited Papers for The Fourth World Congress of the Econometric Society
Werner HiUenbrand, Editor
Contributors: Daniel McFadden, James J. Heckman and Burton Singer, Jerry A. Hausman, T.W. Anderson,
P.C.B. Phillips, R.E. Kalman, John Geweke, C.W.J. Granger, Thomas J. Rothenberg, G.B.A. Evans, and N.E. Savin,
Zbigniew Czerwinski and Wladyslaw Welfe.
1983 24572-9 Cloth $42.50
301 pp. 31267-1 Paper $14.95

Now in paperback...

Advances In Economic Theory
Invited Papers for the Fourth World Congress of the Econometric Society
Werner Mildenbrand, Editor
Contributors: Theodore Groves, Jean-Jacques Laggont and Eric Maskin, Roy Radner, Jean-Pascal Benassy, Yves
Younes, Jean-Francois Mertens, Andreu Mas-Colell, Hugo Sonnenschein, John B. Taylor, Richard Schmalensee.
1983 24443-9 Cloth $37.50
285 pp. 31266-3 Paper $14.95

The Theory of General Economic Equilibrium
A Differentiable Approach
Andreu Mas-Colell
This collection of Mas-Colell's work shows its scope and power, while making it accessible to a broader range of
economic theorists and advanced students.
1985 373 pp. 26514-2 $39-50 138 diagrams
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